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Target of this study was to develop a total cost calculation model to compare all costs 

from manufacturing and logistics from own factories or from partner factories to global 

distribution centers in a case company. Especially the total cost calculation model was 

needed to simulate an own factory utilization effect in the total cost calculation context. 

This study consist of the theoretical literature review and the empirical case study. This 

study was completed using the constructive research approach.  

The result of this study was a new total cost calculation model. The new total cost 

calculation model includes not only all the costs caused by manufacturing and logistics, 

but also the relevant capital costs. Using the new total cost calculation model, case 

company is able to complete the total cost calculations taking into account the own 

factory utilization effect in different volume situations and volume shares between an 

own factory and a partner factory.  
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1 Background  

1.1 Background and motivation of the study 

 

During the last decades in many industries a trend has been that manufacturing will 

physically take place where the cost of labour is the most attractive. This has been heavily 

driven by globalization. Due to heavy competition many companies have been focusing 

more and more into their core competencies and have even decided to outsource 

manufacturing from purely cost saving reasons. Lately it has been generally recognized 

over industries that a significant part of the total costs before a product has arrived into 

customer site are not coming only from the manufacturing, but also from logistics. The 

logistics in this context meaning not only traditional physical transportation and 

warehousing, but also a cost of net working capital during goods in transit. The 

continuously growing labour cost in low cost countries has been the biggest driver to cause 

this effect. The table one below indicates that, in the two biggest low cost manufacturing 

countries China and India, the annual labour cost increase has been remarkable during the 

10-year investigation period. This means, that these countries are gradually losing their 

competitive advantage against traditional high cost countries  

 

  Annual absolute manufacturing cost increase 
      
Year China India 

2003 13 % 11 % 
2004 9 % 5 % 
2005 12 % 7 % 
2006 14 % 4 % 
2007 27 % 23 % 
2008 31 % 8 % 
2009 9 % -2 % 
2010 14 % 19 % 
2011 32 % 9 % 
2012 17 %   

average 18 % 9 % 
 

Picture 1. Annual manufacturing cost increase in China and India 
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The picture two below contains the same data as picture one above, but exchange rate 

impact is excluded. The exchange impact means, that although the absolute manufacturing 

cost in a country local currency has increased, local currency exchange rate development 

against USD as an example has made the real cost increase lower in USD.  

 

  
Annual manufacturing cost increase, with currency rate effect 

(USD) 
      
Year China India 

2003 9 % 4 % 
2004 4 % 4 % 
2005 12 % 3 % 
2006 11 % 3 % 
2007 23 % 16 % 
2008 29 % 6 % 
2009 4 % -5 % 
2010 12 % 17 % 
2011 30 % 7 % 
2012 16 %   

average 15 % 6 % 
 

Picture 2. Annual manufacturing cost increase in China and India, Currency exchange rate 

effect included 

 

In order to understand all costs related to procurement, manufacturing and logistics, 

different type of total cost calculation models have been developed over years. The idea of 

these models have been to sum up different cost buckets from manufacturing and logistics 

together and indicating the cheapest calculation option in the end state. These models are 

though often concentrating on a certain component in the whole chain and not trying to 

simulate each component in the whole chain. This study was kicked of, since there was no 

calculation model available, which could combine traditional product costing, simulation 

of transport costs and putting on top the relevant capital costs. 

 

Case company is an international player operating worldwide in the machinery industry. In 

this field of industry manufacturing takes mostly places in the low cost countries, but into 

some extent also close to a customer in high cost countries. Case company has a long 

history doing both own manufacturing and buying manufacturing services from external 
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partners. A case company has a long experience of doing total cost calculations, but so far 

they have not been taking into account utilization effect in terms of costs at own factory 

and have been also somewhat more concentrating on pure logistical cost comparisons. In 

future case company requires an advanced solution to compare total costs from either own 

factories or from partner factories to distribution centers. The total cost comparison is 

needed for a new product, when a volume manufacturing location needs to be decided, but 

can also occur when doing the product mix changes inside the total manufacturing 

network. Case company has named people responsible on total cost calculations and a 

regular steering forum where results of total cost calculations are discussed. 

 

 

1.2 Targets and limits of study 

 

Target of this study is to build a general total cost calculation model for the simulation 

purposes, which can be independently used to do the total cost calculations for an own 

factory or for a partner factory. A primary requirement for the calculation model is to 

reflect situations where both an own factory manufacturing cost and a partner purchase 

price is already available, i.e. product is already on volume product mode, not in ramp up 

phase. The total cost calculation model will be implemented in Microsoft Excel –program. 

 

Scope of this study is to create a total cost calculation model, which compares the total cost 

from different factories up to case company distribution centers. A distribution center has 

been selected as an end point of comparison, since from the distribution center onwards 

products have same value independent of the original manufacturing location and 

transportation costs. The study includes only a comparison from the cost point of view and 

excludes all quality related topics, which however may in the end have a cost effect.  

 

 

Main research problem:  

How total landed cost could be compared and modelled between the own manufacturing 

and the partner manufacturing?    

 

Clarifying sub problems: 
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How the factory utilization effect of the own factory can be modelled in terms of costs in 

the total cost calculation context? 

What are the differences in the product pricing between the own factory and the partner 

factory and what kind of limitations they may generate in the total cost calculations? 

 

 

1.3 Completion and Methods 

 

Due to the sensitivity nature of the information in this study, a case study company will 

remain anonym and will be referred as case company. Also all the figures and the 

calculation examples will contain a modified data. Additionally the study will be kept 

secret and not publicly available for a two years period of time according to Lappeenranta 

University of Technology rules. 

 

In academic theory section, a major part will describe how a product cost traditionally is 

understood in management accounting theory. The case section describes the current cost 

structures and pricings in detail and highlights differences between the own manufacturing 

and partner manufacturing. The result section will contain a proposed calculation model 

with the explanation of the attributes. The conclusions are discussed separately in the end. 

 

A constructive research approach was selected to be the research approach applied in this 

study. The constructive approach is one way of doing the case study and specifically 

founded for the economical researches. The constructive approach tries to solve real life 

problems and in that way contribute into the method of research area it is about. A 

construction can be a model, a diagram, a plan, an organizational structure or a concept 

created by a human being. What is common for all the outcomes, is that they do not exists 

itself, instead they are first founded and then further developed. An ideal result of the 

constructive research is that the real life problem is solved using the new construction and 

the problem solving process creates remarkable contribution both from the practical and 

theory point of view. (Lukka, 2001) 
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The constructive research approach has certain requirements for a study. If these 

requirements do not exist, the constructive research method cannot be applied. The basic 

requirements are: 

 

1) There exists a practical problem and there is a willingness to get it solved. 

2) The study invents a construction, which solves the original practical problem 

including the implementation of the solving method and a basic empirical market 

test. 

3) The study indicates, that the researcher and the case study contributors are working 

tightly as a team, generating learning at both sides. 

4) The study is directly linked to the underlying existing theories on the topic, and 

reverts back the empirical foundings into the existing theories 

(Lukka, 2001). 

 

The research process of the constructive approach is structured as follows: 

 

1) Identify a practical problem, which has a linkage into a theoretical contribution. 

 

An ideal research problem is a problem, which has a practical meaning, but there does not 

exists any research on it yet. Especially in the economics the most potential research 

subject can be identified by talking to the representatives of a company, in order to identify 

a topic they find problematic. 

 

2) Create a tight joint-agreement with the research organization. 

 

In order to make the study successful, the researcher shall involve the key people in the 

organization and they key people need to understand, that the study might require heavy 

contribution from them. 

 

3) Acquire a deep understanding on the problem both in practice and empirically. 
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The researcher needs to identify problems of the case company and targets of the study. 

That should take place at this phase. The difference compared to a business consulting 

agreement is that the researcher is doing a theoretical background study during this phase. 

 

4) Innovate a model and invent a problem solving construction, which has also a 

theoretical contribution. 

 

This phase is critical from the constructive research method point of view. If the research 

cannot invent the new problem solving construction, project should be terminated. In the 

constructive research method, a requirement is really to generate the construction, not to 

transfer any existing solutions into a research format. 

 

5) Create the final result and stress test it. 

 

During this phase not only the construction, but the whole process process of doing the 

construction is tested and validated.  At this phase a basic market test is organized. 

 

6) Analyzation of implication of results. 

 

At this phase a main topic is to analyse the assumptions and the results and verify, if all the 

prerequisitions have been met. If the innovated construction is passed, can that be directly 

applied into other organizations and if not, what kind of modifications might be needed.  

  

7) Identify and analyze the theoretical contribution 

 

From the academic point of view, this is the most critical part of the research process. At 

this phase it is decided, whether the study created a new theory or just proved an existing 

theory. 

 

(Lukka, 2001). 
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2 Theory 

2.1 Management accounting 

 

Although companies are having many targets, financial ones such as revenue, profitability 

and financial position are hardly without an exception the most important ones. Actually 

other targets are usually derived from the profitability targets. In order to steer a company, 

executive management needs information on the company and it’s operating environment. 

Management accounting is in key position to produce it. Accounting is about to collect and 

register financial and operative information on the company and produce calculations and 

reports based on the collected data in order to support different stakeholders in the 

company in decision making. From stakeholder`s point of view, accounting can be divided 

into financial accounting and management accounting. Financial accounting is responsible 

of producing company profit&loss and balance sheet statements, different external reports 

such as tax, act as a contact point against investors etc. The reports done by financial 

accounting contain mostly information on actual transactions from the history and they are 

subject to be issued usually using the predefined legal formats. The reports done by 

financial accounting are also subject to be audited by external parties. The role of 

management accounting is more about to support the executive management of a company 

in the decision making process. Management accounting has not strict forms and is often 

subjective and context focused and mainly looking at the future. (Kinnunen et al., 2002).  

Management accounting have certain challenges compared to financial accounting. These 

challenges are well known since decades and are often type of business independent. In 

financial accounting sophisticated IT systems have enabled automated book keeping 

postings with very granular level details. Also a real time reporting of the actual financial 

status of a company has become possible.  However, this development in financial account 

side has only partly solved problems in management accounting and actually even created 

new problems due to the fact that financial accounting and management accounting are 

now with sophisticated it systems tightly linked. Below the four typical problems in 

management accounting are described. 

1) Allocation problem 
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Allocation problem consist of two sub-problems. Depreciation problem is about how 

capital costs are allocated to products. In many cases a real useful time of an asset is less 

than a depreciation time in bookkeeping. Allocation of corporate overhead costs are a 

second problem. In case of a corporate has multiple business areas it can be a tricky thing 

to decide how common the corporate costs are allocated to the different business areas and 

further to the products. Often the corporate overhead costs are allocated as a rule of thumb, 

which purely means that a single product might get costs included what are not at all 

needed to produce it. (Neilimo et al., 2012) Depreciation problem obviously often remains 

unsolved. For instance, the production machine depreciations costs will be allocated to the 

products according to the financial accounting rules. For the management, it is more 

important to understand this fact rather than trying facilitate any alternative calculations. 

Nowadays IT systems have done possible to report separately corporate overhead costs 

from the direct manufacturing costs due to the detail level of book keeping postings. The 

practical problem with overhead allocation still remains, because there are no clear ways to 

say as an example how real estate costs should be allocated to the individual products. As 

well as with the depreciation problem, for management it is more important to understand 

that which part of product costs are caused by manufacturing itself and which by an 

unhealthy corporate overhead structure. 

2) Scope problem 

 

Scope problem is occurring when there is no clear linkage what costs should be included in 

product level calculations and should even some costs such as previously touched 

depreciations be excluded. According to (Neilimo et al., 2012) this is more the problem 

when not looking at a single product but whole company profit and loss statement. Fully 

opposite (Kinnunen et al., 2002) states that a basic instruction in accounting is that a 

product (or any other target of calculation) should include only revenues and costs, which 

are directly caused when producing or selling the product. This clear principle cannot be 

usually applied directly and actually eventually it is causing most of problems in 

accounting. (Kinnunen et al., 2002) 

The more tight management accounting and financial accounting are linked together, the 

more the calculations done by management accounting can be reconciled against the 

reported official financial statements of a company. Also for benchmarking purposes it 
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makes sense to have all the costs inside products and not remaining as general costs in 

P&L. 

3) Valuation problem 

 

Valuation problem occurs when there are multiple input values per a product, which could 

be used in calculations. Typically, this problem is faced with components inside a final 

product. The components can have different values, like an original purchase price of a 

component, an actual inventory value of a component, an actual day price of a component 

(a current price in market) or a replacement cost of a component (mainly only valid for 

repairs). (Neilimo et al., 2012) Nowadays typically, again due to IT systems, management 

accounting of a company is following the same valuation method as the financial 

accounting of a company. The different inventory valuation methods are described in detail 

lately in an own chapter. 

4) Measurement problem 

 

Forth problem is a problem of reliable measuring. Is chart of accounts accurate enough, are 

all real estate costs posted so that they can be tracked from one account? Besides the 

posting accuracy problem, measuring accurate use of resources might be challenging. As 

an example it can be challenging to measure how much packing materials are used in a 

certain workplace overall during a certain period of time. Additionally, this information 

can be based on a forecast, not based on the actual consumption. It is essential to 

understand the fundamental problems in accounting in order to interpret the reports 

properly and to avoid wrong conclusions. Therefore it is essential to pay attention to these 

points when creating and developing accounting reports. This benefits both users of reports 

and report developers. (Neilimo et al., 2012) It can be argued, that are the attributes related 

to the measurement problem really the problems as such, or actually more about the natural 

sensitivity in management accounting. In any case it is essential to understand, that these 

would be more or less valid no matter what is the chosen allocation or valuation method 

used in the calculations.  

 

2.2 Indirect and direct costs  
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In financial accounting costs are basically always divided into fixed and variable costs 

depending on a nature of a cost element. A cost element groups individual cost types 

together, so that they form a logical category such as Administration Wages, Production 

Labor, Materials or Real estate costs. The cost element is regarded as a variable in case it is 

chancing according to volume (materials) and if not, it's a fixed (real estate costs). It is also 

not uncommon that a certain cost element group is a mix of fix and variable costs 

(Production Labor). (Neilimo et al., 2012) A good example of the mixed cost element 

group is the production labor. A total basic pay salary of production people is fixed, but 

people can have incentives based on the output and performance.  Also in case of the high 

volume situations people can work overtime and also external labor is often used. 

From management accounting perspective this kind of two level separation into variable 

and fixed costs is not adequate enough to give a fair view. There exist two fundamental 

problems. Inside fixed costs, there are usually always costs what would anyway exists 

although there would be zero volume (Neilimo et al., 2012). From financial accounting 

perspective most usual, and maybe biggest in value wise also, this kind of costs are 

depreciations. Issue with depreciations is discussed in later chapters in details. Building on 

that, crucial thing to bear in mind when looking at company cost structures is the length of 

period of evaluation. In a short period of time like one month obviously all costs are fixed, 

whereas with a longer term like 10 years all costs are variable. (Kinnunen et al., 2002) 

A cost structure of a company is heavily dependent on the business it is dealing with. A 

company, which is producing goods has often a high fix cost base simply due to buildings 

and machines, but also a capital cost structure is different. In this kind of case fixed costs 

can be judged to be only existing due to the company capacity. The capacity is the output 

what a company can in an optimal situation produce. As fixed costs are independent on 

volumes/output, they can be referred as time costs, whereas variable costs are depending 

on volume they can referred as volume costs. (Kinnunen et al., 2002) 

In management accounting, especially in product costing area, costs are not often divided 

to variable and fixed costs, but more to direct and indirect costs. Direct costs can be 

directly allocated to finished products and they tend to be variable costs. Usually direct 

people wages and materials are at least direct costs.  Indirect costs are necessary for the 

production, but cannot be directly allocated to the finished products. (Neilimo et al., 2012). 

This grouping of costs illustrates what is an utmost minimum cost to get a product 
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produced. This grouping is also a bit speculative, since it can be argued as an example that 

without sales people manufacturing is useless. The pictures below illustrate how the 

different cost types are developing according to the development of the volume. 

 

Picture 3. Different cost types 

2.3 Inventory valuation 

 

During a financial statement closing process of a company, the inventory of a company 

needs to be valued using the as realistic value as possible, according to the certain 

generally recognized rules according to the country or the international standards. A real 

consumption based principle would give automatically the most correct result for inventory 

cost postings, but in practice it is not so easy to follow it in most of the businesses. The real 

consumption principle means that each component has an own value, which is used when 

the component is consumed. LIFO rule means a last in first out principle. In this principle 

the value of the last received component will be used to revalue the whole inventory value 

of this component. (Leppiniemi, 2013) According to (Helo 2004), LIFO principle is often 

used in the industries, where a cycle time of an inventory is high. In the most rapidly 

developing industries, such as electronics, a latest purchase price method needs to be used. 

This is simply because a price erosion of a component is so high, that the inventory value 

of the component could be more, than the real sellable value of the component in the 

market. The price erosion means, that a product price decrease is a continuous trend inside 

a long enough period of time. 

Case company is using the latest purchase price method both in the inventory valuation and 

in the product costing in a monthly basis. As case company is using an ERP system, the 

latest contract price can be automatically copied from the purchase contracts and 

implemented to the materials via the monthly product costing runs.  This means in practice 
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that as the component prices tends to go down continuously, there are always inventory 

revaluation postings as a general cost in profit and loss statement and the inventory valed 

in the balance sheet is as low as possible. A clear benefit of this method is also, that the 

material costs in the final products are always as low as possible. In contrast, this leaves 

the inventory revaluation costs out of the final product price. 

 

2.4 Investments and depreciations 

 

Buildings, machines, vehicles and computers as an example are called in bookkeeping as 

assets, since they are used to produce goods for a longer period of time. An acquisition cost 

of an asset (an investment cost) is allocated to company costs over the time gradually using 

the legal bookkeeping rules of a country. Once the allocation time has passed, the 

bookkeeping value of the asset is zero. This procedure is called depreciation. Besides a 

depreciation method also a depreciation time is set by the country bookkeeping rules and is 

depending on the type of asset. The most typical depreciation period is five years. 

(Leppiniemi, 2013) 

In bookkeeping, investments are treated using a life cycle thinking. For product costing, 

this is causing challenges. A one challenge is, that over the time an asset is assumed to lose 

the competitive interest against to the new model with better performance and 

specifications inside the normal useful life period. Though, in real life this is not always 

the case. For instance, machines and vehicles are often used far longer time than the actual 

bookkeeping depreciation time. A second challenge is pointing asset costs to certain 

products. If an asset is a generic investment contributing in the whole manufacturing 

process, it is hard to define how the asset has been contributing in the manufacturing of a 

single product. It can happen also that an investment into a certain product is useful or only 

needed shorter period of time than the depreciation time of the asset. In practice it happens 

often that a product price can contain depreciation costs from an instrument, which has not 

been anymore used in the manufacturing of the product. (Neilimo et al., 2012) 

According to (Neilimo et al., 2012) there are also several other challenges in product 

costing when a investment profitability also is wanted to be followed up. However, most of 

them can be tackled with the principle that it is in practice impossible to make difference 
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between bookkeeping and product costing. Those are things such as definition of an asset 

value, an interest rate used and a depreciation method used.  

From management accounting point of view, it is important to understand that 

depreciations would take place even without any manufacturing activities would not 

happen. Effect caused by the depreciations on a final product price is though highly 

dependent on the final product volume. As an example a factory real estate and machine 

age structure are making differences to the final product price, in case operational costs of 

two factories would be equal. In case certain products are needing specific investments, 

bookkeeping should be organized so, that also in management accounting those are visible 

on a product level. According to (Leppiniemi, 2013) an asset can also gain value. These 

cases are minority, but typical example is a market driven value increase in real estate. 

2.5 Contribution margin calculation 

 

Contribution margin calculation is one of the management accounting methods. It is used 

to measure a profitability performance of a company and assist in daily pricing decisions. 

Contribution margin calculation clearly indicates how different cost behaviours impact the 

profitability of the company and pinpoints exact total revenue or volume level what needs 

to be achieved in order to cover both the variable and the fixed costs of the company. 

(Spaller, 2006) 

All costs are classified in contribution margin calculation into fixed and variable costs. 

This classification is done using a principle how a cost is behaving over a certain period of 

time, usually a fiscal year. Without this classification all costs could be argued to be semi-

variables in the end, meaning that with changes on volumes inside a certain period of time 

all costs will either increase or decrease as volume increases or decreases. (Spaller, 2006) 

A simplified  P&L statement of a company using the contribution margin method can be 

illustrated as follows: 

 Revenue 

- Variable costs 

= Contribution margin 

- Fixed costs 

= Profit 
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A fundamental idea of a contribution margin calculation is that, a final product price 

includes always variable costs (manufacturing and warehousing to name some) and 

revenues from sales (cost of goods sold and profit). Variable costs are always assumed to 

get developed linearly according to the sales volume along with the revenues. Contribution 

margin calculation method is working around principle, that the total sales volume of a 

company must be so high that total contribution from all the products is more than the 

fixed costs of the company and the profit requirement of the company. As variable costs 

and revenues are assumed to get developed linearly, contribution margin method is 

specifically usable when modeling sales volume and profit effect inside same the capacity 

and the total fixed costs.  (Neilimo et al., 2012) Building on these limitations it can be 

stated that this method requires a relatively short investigation period, in practice inside a 

fiscal/budget year, where the total costs of a company can be forecasted well enough. 

Picture 4 illustrates how the contribution margin curve behaves. The sales volume of a 

company needs to be at some level to cover the total fixed costs of the company and the 

total variable costs of this sales volume. Aften a break even point is reached, the company 

is doing profit. 

  

Picture 4. Contribution margin curve 
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(Horngren et al., 2012) summarizes contribution margin calculation under four principles 

forming up the final profit: 

 

a) Unit sales price: in case of a sales price of a individual product increases, 

the margin increases 

b) Unit sales volume: in case of the total sales volume increases, the margin 

increases 

c) Variable unit costs: in case of variable costs per unit decrease, the margin 

increases 

d) Fixed costs: in case of the total fixed costs decrease, the margin increases 

 

 

2.6 Cost allocation methods 

 

A fundamental challenge in product costing tends to be always what costs are allocated to 

products, into which extent and how. Direct costs are not an issue in this context as it is 

often clearly visible how much materials and direct labor is needed to produce a product. A 

question is often more, that how indirect, general shared overhead costs, are allocated to 

products. There are two basic approaches into this allocation dilegma: the earlier described 

contribution margin calculation method and a total cost allocation method. Compared to 

contribution margin calculation, the total cost allocation method approaches allocation of 

fixed costs to the products differently. The total cost allocation method tries to take into 

account more a capacity utilization effect when allocating the fixed costs into the products. 

(Neilimo et al., 2012) 

A very basic allocation method is an average variable cost per unit method, where only the 

direct manufacturing costs and the direct material costs (in other words the directly 

involved variable costs) are allocated to a product. All fixed costs are unallocated since 

they are considered as being overall capacity dependent and would exist anyway 

independent of the production volumes. When using AVC method, a margin of a final 

sales price must cover both the fixed costs of a company and the profit margin of a 

company (Neilimo et al., 2012). 
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Average variable cost per unit (AVC) is calculated using formula:  

AVC= 
Total	variable costs

Total	volume
 

Fully the opposite compared to the AVC, an average total cost per unit (ATC) method is 

assuming that both the variable costs and the fixed costs are caused by the production 

itself. As if there would not be the fixed costs, if there would not be production at all. 

Because many fixed costs are contributing into the production for a longer period of time, 

the longer period of an investigation is the more accurate picture ATC method is giving on 

real product cost over the time. Disadvantage of ATC is, that as it is not considering a 

production volume effect, a product cost of a single product is immediately changing 

linearly with the production volumes. For product pricing this means, that a margin needs 

to be increased, which leads naturally to increase in a final sales price as well. This 

disadvantage is at the same time an advantage as well. As ATC is including also an 

underload cost it indicates in the long run how much sales is needed to cover the total 

costs. (Neilimo et al., 2012) 

Average total cost per unit (ATC) is calculated using formula: 

ATC = 
Total	variable costs	+	Total	fixed costs

Total	volume
 

 

WATC is an enhanced method of ATC and tries to tackle the volume effect. Compared to 

ATC, fixed costs are not fully allocated to the products, but according to an average 

volume level. The average volume level can be as an example average volume level from 

the previous twelve months. A leading principle in ATC concerning the fixed costs is that, 

a product cannot be produced without the fixed costs, but the final product cost should not 

suffer in the low volume situations. WATC has been traditionally regarded as the most safe 

method in terms of pricing compared to AVC or ATC. (Neilimo et al., 2012) 

Weighted average total cost per unit (WATC) is calculated using formula:  

 

  WATC = 
Variable costs

Volume
+	

Fixed costs

Average volume
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Difference between earlier discussed contribution margin calculation and above presented 

ATC and WATC calculation methods is that as ATC and WATC are including all costs no 

margin to cover costs needs to be included into the product pricing, only profit. Therefore 

ATC and WATC can be referred as the full allocation methods. Although these methods 

are originating from management accounting side, according to (Neilimo et al., 2012) 

different ATC methods have been getting more acceptable in the bookkeeping, specifically 

related into the inventory valuation, especially when the fixed costs are remarkable part of 

a product cost. As with the rapid growth of ERP systems over last 15 years, it is fair to 

state that ATC methods have come mostly used at least in bigger companies using an ERP 

system like SAP. Material usage, working hours recording, product costing have come 

automatic activities and information is directly used in sales. Also wide deployment of 

ERP systems have brought bookkeeping and product costing close to each others. 

 

2.7 Standard product costing 

 

In standard costing each product has a target cost level. There can be two types of 

standards, a target cost and a normal cost. The target cost is the ultimate lowest level what 

a product can in ideal situation reach. The target cost is best used for benchmarking, but is 

hardly usable for real costing since a gap between actual costs are target costs gets too 

high. The normal cost is the level, what can be reached under normal circumstances. The 

normal cost is traditionally calculated using the experience and simulation calculations. 

The normal cost should be anyhow calculated so, that it leaves no room for performing 

low. Therefore normally there is always a positive gap between the normal cost and the 

actual costs as well as in the target level costing, but the gap is far lower. (Neilimo et al., 

2012) 

In standard costing, costs can be grouped for example using BOM costs, standard direct 

costs and FPO. In principle a standard cost can be formed to any product, which is 

produced in sequential manner, but it is most suitable for mass production where there are 

no customer specific requirements and production volumes are stable enough. The standard 

cost is valid for a certain period of time for instance calendar month. Difference between 
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actual costs of a period and planned costs is called a gap. When using standard costing 

analyzing gaps is a key to understand a company performance. In principle when actual 

costs are bigger compared to planned costs the gap is unfavourable and should generate 

actions. In contrast, when planned costs are bigger than actual costs the gap is favourable 

and costs are under control. (Neilimo et al., 2012) Standard product cost it not necessary 

calculated again periodically, it can be calculated also quarterly and even annually. 

Especially if standard manufacturing time per product is not decreasing much, only change 

in standard product cost concerning direct costs can be change in material prices. 

(Sulaiman et al., 2005) 

According to (Neilimo et al., 2012) direct costs on standard product cost are consisting of 

two parts: planned amount of units produced and planned costs. The examples below are 

modeling the a production volume effect when assuming that neither material costs nor 

direct labor costs are changing. As visible below, in case of volume drops it has a direct 

impact on the direct labor costs as salaries are to be covered independent of the volume. 

When looking at the material costs below example is obviously too simplified. Though in 

principle the material costs remain the same independent on the volume, there are always 

differences depending on the accounting principles of the company used and underlying 

business situation. As BOM cost is not changing, it means that all component prices 

remain the same over the period. This would mean that all components would be in stock 

with same value once the period starts and no new purchasing would take place. If a 

material cost is calculated using purchase value and FIFO inventory valuation principle is 

used, obviously BOM goes down as materials tend to go down over time.  

Table 1. An example of SPC structure  

Total labour 
cost BOM 

Direct labor 
cost Volume SPC 

10 000 10 10 1000 20 
  10 100 100 110 
  10 5 2000 15 

 

The actual manufacturing costs and the material costs are seldom exactly the same 

compared to planned standards. Usability of the whole standard costing method is heavily 

depending on how reliable the planned standards costs are. If the gap is continuously big, 

understanding it is impossible and the whole costing system comes unusable. Setting up 
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and maintaining a standard costing concept tends to be a heavy rehearsal and often needs 

additional costing methods to work with in paraller.  

Latest estimate method in standard costing is often used, in order to adjust budgeted cost 

base against actual costs. The latest estimate is an interim method between actuals and 

budget. Whereas in budget all costs are fixed, latest estimate adjust those against 

utilization/volumes based on actual values from previous periods and forecast of cost 

development of becoming periods. The latest estimate method is generally recognized to 

very usable when utilization and volumes are changing periodically. The latest estimate 

method is about to model cost linearly according to volume and utilization development. 

Fixed and variable costs are treated differently. Fixed costs are budgeted as fixed and 

variables are changing according to volume/utilization. Latest estimate is a kind of moving 

budget which indicates allowed costs with certain volumes/utilization. (Neilimo et al., 

2012) 

One method when using job costing is that overhead cost per product/production hour is 

calculated using standard utilization/volumes. Then it comes variable of production 

volume according to standard utilization/volumes. (Neilimo et al., 2012) 

Basic formula 

Overhead surcharge = 
Fixed costs of a period

Volume of a period
 

 

Budget formula 

Overhead surcharge	
	
Annual fixed costs

Annual volume
 

Latest estimate formula 

Overhead surcharge = 
Actual fixed costs of previous periods + Estimate rest of the year

Actual volume of previous periods + Estimate rest of the year
 

 

All the examples above where done using full contribution margin principle. As per 

experience this is often the case, because it gives the most out of this costing method as 

really all costs are allocated to products and therefore they are directly visible in gross 
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margin. If only variable costs would be taken into account, this heavy method would not be 

usable really. Very usable way to use standard costing is the combine it with job costing.  

Although standard product costing has been widely agreed best practice costing method in 

manufacturing industry, during last decades also more critical views has been presented 

specifically from operational people. Nowadays widely used manufacturing concepts such 

as just-in-time, advanced manufacturing technology and total quality management are not 

fully in line with traditional standard costing principles. As an example although standard 

manufacturing time of a product exists, due to the fact smaller and smaller series are 

applied, more time is spent on machines set-ups and consequently indirect times per 

product vary more. Similarly concerning overheads, as less and less is manufactured into 

stock, and volume forecasts tend to vary, it is difficult to estimate correct overhead 

amounts per product, which naturally leads into higher variances between actual costs and 

planned costs. (Lucas, 1997) 

2.8 Cost center accounting 

 

A cost center is the smallest unit in organization where cost are recorded and reported. A 

cost center report indicates the costs per period. One thing what cost center accounting 

makes possible to is follow actual costs versus budget.  When actual costs are exceeding 

budgeted values, someone needs to be in charge of those and needs to be able to explain 

variance. (Haverila et al., 2012) Thefore each cost center needs to have a responsible 

person. Responsibility needs to be clearly defined and often it is assigned to department 

head or team leader. The cost center responsible person has a full responsibility of costs 

recorded to the cost center one is in charge of. Whole cost center structure of a company 

needs to reflect the latest organization structure of the company and must be created at 

such level that level of tracking costs is reasonable. (Giju et al., 2010) 

In product costing cost centers are used to allocate overhead costs at a product level. Cost 

centers should be created at that level, recorded costs are such types that productivity of 

cost centers can measured using a single unit of measure. Productivity of cost center needs 

to be compared again whole units produced at whole production. Actual costs from cost 

centers can be allocated then further to products using different overhead principles. 

(Haverila et al., 2012)  
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An example how a cost center structure can be formed: 

1) General cost centers (real estate, internal transportation, energy) 

2) Indirect product cost centers (engineering, plant maintenance) 

3) Direct production cost centers  (according to shop floor as an example) 

4) Material cost centers  

5) Administration cost centers 

 

An another way of creating the cost center structure is also to create different cost centers 

for fixed and variable costs. The advantage of this method is that in terms of production 

costing, cost center outputs should change linearly according to production volumes. 

Although this is not so structured as traditional view presented above, it makes controlling 

of costs easier since cost centers having only fixed costs would need less control work. 

(Lere & Portz, 2010) 

Costs from cost center can be further allocated to products directly or indirectly. Direct 

method allocates all costs to all products using some allocation key like total volume. 

Direct method if often used when allocation actual costs to products. Indirect method 

allocates costs using as an example fixed amount per unit independent of total actual costs 

or total volume. When using indirect method, part of costs can be left unallocated or get 

over allocated inside a certain period. In practice often both method are used as a 

combination. When deciding a cost center structure and allocation keys, amount of needed 

maintenance work should be highly considered. Often the cost center structure gets too 

heavy to maintain.  (Haverila et al., 2012) 

If a company is producing several products, without cost center accounting it is extremely 

hard to do product costing, since there always indirect costs, what cannot be directly 

allocated to products. Indirect costs need to be booked so, that they can be further allocated 

to products in a reasonable manner. Cost center accounting is often also a tool to follow up 

total costs of a company. 

2.9 Job costing 

 

Process costing methods are not an option when products of a company are not having a 

similar cost structure. This is due to the fact, that a manufacturing process is not equal or 
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product BOMS are variable. These are leading to a situation where manufacturing a 

product is not consuming equally resources. In order apply product costing at a product 

level a method called job costing can be used. (Neilimo et al., 2012) 

In order to apply the job costing method, costs need to be divided into fixed and variable 

costs. Costs are classified and grouped together using a cost element principle. Direct costs 

like BOM and direct labor costs are directly allocated to products according to actual 

volumes of production. Direct labor cost per product is allocated according to 

manufacturing hours and direct material costs according to BOM. In order to do this 

naturally there needs to be a BOM in place and a manufacturing time of a product 

available. Typically direct costs can be calculated using daily or standard prices or 

alternatively average prices from history. Total direct costs can be then directly calculated 

multiplying costs with volume. (Neilimo et al., 2012) 

Besides having costs divided into fixed and variable costs, a company using job costing 

needs to have also cost center accounting in place. Indirect costs like overhead costs are 

allocated to products using an overhead surcharge. One way to do this is to collect indirect 

costs from cost centers, not linked to production, to general cost centers and then divided 

by volume in order to get a general overhead amount. Overhead amounts are checked and 

revalued regularly, but not necessary even for each period. (Neilimo et al., 2012) 

Steps and prerequisites to deploy job costing: 

1) Costs are divided to fixed and variable costs 

2) Indirect costs are booked and allocated to cost centers 

3) Secondary cost centers are further allocated to primary cost centers in order to 

calculate overhead charges 

4) Production is steered using work orders, which are collecting all costs 

5) All direct costs are allocated to work orders (materials, direct labour) 

6) Each work order has an overhead charge according to calculation in previous step 

(Neilimo et al., 2012) 

Usually both fixed and variable indirect costs are allocated to products using an overhead 

surcharge. Typically there are at least indirect material surcharges, indirect manufacturing 

surcharges and administration surcharges. In a most simply form the overhead surcharge is 

calculated by diving all indirect costs by volume produced. In order to do the calculation 
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cost centers need to have a unit of measure. Often this is though leading into incorrect 

values at product level. Therefore as an example administration costs can be divided 

according to estimated sales price of a product, in order not to allocated to high values to 

low price products. Similarly logistics costs could be allocated according to weight and 

volume of a product. (Neilimo et al., 2012) 

Traditionally overheads are allocated to products along with amount of direct labour costs 

related to the product. However, in many cases nowadays specifically due to low cost 

manufacturing, direct labour cost is only a small portion of a product and overheads are 

much higher in final volume price. From job order costing point of view overheads remain 

as a challenge. For practical reasons, although it might be in theory possible, also as with 

standard cost accounting, job costing makes most sense when using full contribution 

margin calculation method.  All the production lines are useless if there are no 

administration and sales people. Full margin method is the only one showing really all 

costs what is need. (Mott, 2008) 

The best control concerning overhead can be achieved, if it is possible two use two cost 

centers or accounts to follow the same overhead cost type. Actual overhead costs of a 

period are booked to first account, whereas overhead costs allocated to products during 

period are booked into second account. Once period is closed sum of these accounts is 

called as a variance. If actual costs have been higher than costs allocated to products, these 

needs to be allocated into products during becoming periods. (Winicur, 1993) 

 

2.10 Logistics costs  

 

Mainly due to globalization, the importance of logistics has been growing in many 

industries. In order to promote competiveness of a company, existing production and 

distribution processes needs to be optimized through a common management. A very 

fundamental element in supply chain is transportation, traditionally occupying one third of 

the whole logistic costs. Other operational costs are other caused by warehousing, 

packaging, ordering, internal logistics and administration. On the top of all operations costs 

are inventory carrying costs. Additionally, the transportation is influencing the whole 

logistic chain remarkably, since it is needed all the way down from procurement to 

manufacturing and delivery to the final customer. (Taylor et al., 2005) 
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Although a price of different transport modes is clear, a total cost when taking into also 

warehousing comes more unclear. Airfreight is self-evidently most expensive over land 

transport without even mentioning sea, but final storage cost might be lower. This leads 

into a situation that airfreight might be most cost attractive for certain businesses. The 

more high is transport cost, the lower storage cost is and optimal total cost point is reached 

at some point if this is compared between transport modes train-truck-air. (Taylor et al., 

2005) This assumption is however only valid when there are no uncertainty in logistical 

process. Order sizes and product packing sizes are fixed and inventory is consumed 

linearly, in other words demand is stable. In real life this is hardly even the case. (Hesse et 

al., 2004) states that final transportation costs are always a combination of distance, time, 

composition, transshipment and decomposition.  

Traditionally logistic, especially transportation, costs have been seen as highly distance 

dependent. Lately time has become equally important in the assessment of transportation 

costs. During last decades transportation costs have gone up both in absolute value and 

inflation fixed value. Share of administrative costs have remain roughly the same. The 

growth in transportation costs have been fully offset by reduction in warehousing costs. 

This has been possible with better use of IT systems and centralization of warehousing into 

bigger facilities often hosted by external companies. (Hesse et al., 2004) 

Normally inventories are having a certain so called safety stock level. The safety stock is 

the amount what is enough to cover demand before replenishment needs to take place.  In 

order to maintain the safety stock certain buffer time is needed. The buffer time is a time 

before last item in warehouse has been consumed and a new item has been received. The 

buffer time needs to include also internal handling times etc. and needs to be calculated 

conservatively. For instance, if an actual lead time between ordering and receiving is 

varying from two to five days, the buffer time can be considered to be three days. The 

buffer is created in order to secure the inventory level and to tackle uncertainties in any 

part of supply chain in general. Creating buffers should not necessary to be done anyway 

but ideally actually logistic management should try to rather focus on reducing those. That 

though, tends not to be easy. First things to ensure are that there are reliable forecasting 

process both with vendors and suppliers plus short lead times of transport especially for 

high runner products. (Sakki, 2003)  
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2.11 Net working capital costs 

 

Net working capital (NWC) means capital, that a company is needing to run the business. 

NWC is calculated using formula: 

Net working capital = Inventory value - Accounts payables + Account receivables 

Cost of NWC means what is an additional cost of having NWC in place. Typically the cost 

of NWC is calculated using an internal interest method. In Finnish industries over time 

traditionally the interest rate has been 8-12%. The more tight capital structure of a 

company is or, the more risks there are in business of the company, the more high this rate 

should be. For instance NWC of 100 EUR of would be 12 EUR.  (Sakki, 2003) 

The internal interest rate does not only mean an interest cost, but also the potential return 

of an investment in case money would be used elsewhere. This can be also called as a 

profit requirement from investors. Case company is using rather high cost of capital 

percent namely 12%. This has been the same over years although it has been questioned 

frequently (Head of Manufacturing Operations F&C, 2015). When looking at the financial 

cash flow situation and loan position, this must have been argued by using the return of 

investment arguments.   

As discussed in previous chapters, companies are using different rates when calculated cost 

of capital. This makes company benchmarking problematic. Additionally, also it needs to 

be taken into account that some companies are calculating only using present value of 

money invested instead using discounted rates. Typically an investment return rate is a 

project specific and calculated project specific. Whereas typically in the company wide 

calculations discounted methods should be applied. This needs to be understood also when 

comparing purely cost of capital percents. (Skinner, 1999). 

In case of a company is having manufacturing and/or supply chain activities including only 

cost of capital into cost of net working capital can lead to underestimation of net working 

capital costs. As manufacturing and supply chain always need inventories, concept of 

inventory carrying cost is launched. Inventory carrying cost idea is to include all costs 

related to holding of an inventory besides traditional capital costs. The inventory carrying 

cost can be categorized  into operational and non operational parts. The non operational 

items are driven by inventory value and inventory rotation days and not directly visible in 
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bookkeeping, but rather “potential to avoid” type of costs. A price erosion and earlier 

described cost of capital are the most biggest items of the non operational items. –The 

operational items are such as an example potential scrap in warehouse and warehousing 

costs itself. (Gabriel et al., 2003) 

The price erosion means that, the cost of a manufactured product decreases over time or 

the purchase price of the purchased product decreases over time. According to (Haverila et 

al., 2012) the price erosion is caused by mostly technical, but slightly also economic 

reasons. The technical reason can be caused by a design change, which leads into a 

situation that a component can be replaced with the cheaper one. An economical reason is 

caused by a decrease in component purchase prices. Whereas the definition by (Haverila et 

al., 2012) is quite product specific (Helo 2004), oversees the concept more from an 

industry point of view. According to (Helo 2004), the price erosion stands for a situation 

where decreasing price of a products is a continuous trend. It is mainly caused by an 

improvement in manufacturing process or a high competition in market. As a rule of thumb 

all mass produced products are getting cheaper over the time, however obviously there are 

industry differences. In this study price erosion was understood to mean that a component 

could have been purchased cheaper until the final product is done. As case company is not 

producing any components itself, it was seen reasonable to apply to price erosion 

systematically over all components. According to (Head of manufacturing operations F&C, 

2015) in case of finished products price erosion typically occurs, because product a BOM 

can change and the component purchase price has changed as earlier described.   

 

According to (Gabriel et al., 2003) there are many operational costs, which could be linked 

to inventory holding, such as costs like scrapping and shrinkage, labor cost, space cost and 

infrastructure at warehouse like IT systems and energy. These costs are directly booked 

into accounting and can be compared to inventory values or sales. However according to 

(Head of manufacturing operations F&C, 2015) case company has not decided to include 

those costs into ICC, which would happen anyhow regardless of inventory value or 

volume.  Case company has decided two operational buckets into ICC as there has been 

years of evidence those taking place. First component is shrinkage, which means inventory 

stock tacking differences. Second component is scrapping, which consists of two sub 

components. Scrapping during manufacturing process, means that in practice component 

has broken down during manufacturing process. Obsolete scrapping happens when there is 
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no forecasted volume anymore inside certain period either component or final product. 

This leads into situation that as according to bookkeeping rules inventory value needs to be 

posted zero and products are not anymore sellable or usable. Scrap and shrinkage 

percentage can be calculated using formula: 

Scrap & Shrinkage % = 
Total annual scrap and shrinkage cost

Total annual COS value
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3 Case  
 

3.1 Manufacturing network and mode of operation 

 

 

A case company is having several own manufacturing sites, as well as several partner 

manufacturing sites around the globe. The own sites have been founded over time or they 

have been part of company acquisitions. Building on that, the own factories are naturally 

having a different physical location, a real estate infrastructure and a machinery base. 

Furthermore, the factories are having a different role in the whole supply chain network of 

case company, some factories are only doing a volume production, whereas some factories 

also doing new product innovation and production ramp up services. These factors lead 

obviously to a situation where the both capacity and the cost structures of own factories are 

different.   

 

Manufacturing partners are working according to a volume forecast from case company 

and conducting all manufacturing activities from raw material and component purchasing, 

warehousing, manufacturing, final testing and packing. The partners are pure 

manufacturing partners to the case company, they work according to the work instructions 

and the product structures given by case company. As the products are technically 

completely equal whether they are manufactured by the own factory or partner, also all the 

raw material suppliers are named. Although a partner is responsible of doing a practical 

procurement work, it is done by using case company given prices and case company 

named suppliers. The partners are also liable of materials and naturally then responsible of 

financing inventory. Case company is organizing a transportation to distribution centers 

from the partner factories. To conclude, once a final product is manufactured and packed, 

the supply chain from the own factories and partner factories to the distribution centers is 

working equally and the same costs are covered by case company. Until the final product is 

done, there are neither actual nor capital costs to case company when a partner is doing 

manufacturing. 

 

A case company is not shipping in a large scale products directly to customers either from 

the own factories or from the partner factories. Case company is having several distribution 
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centers around globe, wherefrom a physical final delivery to the end customer happens. 

The distributions centers are located where it is economically most making sense from end 

to end supply chain point of view. Because from the distribution center onwards there is no 

difference from the cost point of view where a product is originally manufactured, it was 

decided to take a distribution center as an end state of this total cost comparison. There are 

neither differences in inbound handling costs from shipping party. Though, there are 

naturally differences depending on a logistical method used.  

 

The supply chain of case company is organized that so, that a buffer inventory is held in 

the distribution centers. There are three transport modes in use: sea, air and truck. A buffer 

time is specified per a transport mode. The transportation mode in case means mode what 

is most used during the way from a factory to the distribution center. Last line of transport 

always takes place using road.  The buffer times were set to fixed value per the transport 

model due to the fact that this study was concentrating only at cost modeling, not to reflect 

exceptions cost at supply chain. Additionally, although case company has a well modeled 

supply chain network, according to Business Development Manager at case company, it is 

practically not water poof to sign how the distribution network works in practice in terms 

of costs. In the picture five below, the logistical flow of the case company is illustrated. 

 

 

Picture 5. Case company supply chain model. 

 

3.2 Manufacturing capacity 

 

The total delivery capability capacity of case company is a sum of own factory 

manufacturing capacity and manufacturing capacity at partner factories. An operational 
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capacity planning is done using units, but financial calculations are done using production 

hours. Same principles apply for the both own factories and partner factories. Each product 

of case company is selling, is having a standard manufacturing time in hours, covering all 

the steps until a final product is done. The standard manufacturing time can vary heavily 

between different products. Maximum hours per factory are a combination of three major 

factors: a factory floor space, capacity of production machines and amount of people. The 

factory floor space is not a short term capacity factor, but more like a limiting factor if new 

productions machines would need to be installed. As increasing factory floor space would 

be considered as an investment, it is not really considered as such in capacity tracking. 

According to head of F&C manufacturing operations at case company, also the production 

machine capacity is so high compared to the direct production labour capacity that it comes 

unimportant when looking at the total capacity. Therefore the utilization of the production 

people is the most important capacity indicator and should be used in total cost 

calculations.  

 

After detailed discussions with several stakeholders in case company such as factory heads 

and factory F&C heads it turned out, that very a fundamental assumption on a capacity 

utilization can be formed in a total cost calculation context. The assumption was that when 

estimating capacity allocation effects on total cost calculations, is that product volumes can 

go substantially up by only increasing direct production people as long as total production 

machine capacity is not reached. This assumption was driven by the fact that the amount of 

other people such as production engineers, warehouse people, and administration does not 

need to go up from a current level. From cost point of view this means that only adding up 

more direct production people salary cost, company is able to make more products, 

whereas other cost parts part stays in principle the same. This assumption can be of course 

understood also other way around as well, that if it is possible to produce more with 

existing resources except direct production people, a factory is all the time suffering an 

under load situation.  

 

When partner is doing manufacturing machines and other production equipment at partner 

factories are dedicated for case company. Different compared to own factories from a 

capacity point of view is that production people are shared into certain extent between all 

customers of partner.  This should create a benefit to case company, since when partner is 
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doing manufacturing although production volume of case company is not fully occupying 

the capacity at partner factory, partner can use the production people to serve other 

customers. The partner factory capacity is as limitative in volume sense as in own factory, 

but not so intolerant in terms of costs.  

 

3.3 Product costing and pricing at partner manufacturing 

 

When partner is doing manufacturing a purchase price of the final product is agreed when 

manufacturing at partner starts and adjusted between partner and case company. A partner 

price is always based on a volume forecast given by case company. As case company is 

also doing product costing periodically, prices are comparable in principle. Partner is 

dividing the product price into five segments: BOM, value add, corporate SG&A, profit 

and cost of capital. As described in earlier chapter, in principle BOM cost is the same at 

own factory and at partner, but there can be minor differences mainly caused by different 

currency rates for instance. They are anyway considered really minor and would happen 

anyway independent of other pricing. The value add at partner is direct cost of 

manufacturing plus material overheads, such as scrapping, inbound freight etc. The 

corporate SG&A in partner pricing means basically all other costs partner will generate 

when doing products such as, procurement, warehousing, cost of administrative people etc. 

How the final product price is formed in detail is explained later in this chapter. 

 

The partner purchase price can basically only change due to a change of component prices 

(BOM change) or due to a change in forecasted volumes. As mentioned in the contribution 

margin theory section earlier in case partner is having fixed profit requirements, the 

product price might vary if there is a significant difference in volume coming. This makes 

a clear difference in pricing compared to the own factory. This indicates as well that 

partner is forecasting their SPC periodically, and due to quickly changing prices they are 

not necessary covering all costs in the short run. Even more as explained earlier in the 

theory section, according to the contribution margin theory, there is no evidence what 

contribution margin method partner is using. As partner is serving other customers it 

means naturally that some overheads like real estate and it costs can be shared among other 

customers.  According to head of manufacturing operations office at case company, over 

the historic time the partners have invoiced all of their costs eventually from case 
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company. It has been agreed jointly, that any exceptions compared to a normal mode of 

operation like surcharges on increase used of airfreight or overtime labour charges during 

weekend are charged separately, not part of the final product purchase price.  

 

Although case company as a customer naturally cannot understand the product costing of a 

partner in detail, the pricing of the partner is required to be clear. The partners are splitting 

final product purchase price into four different segments: manufacturing value add + cost 

of capital + FPO + BOM. The partner product purchase prices are refreshed monthly. The 

manufacturing cost is quoted as an absolute value per product. How the manufacturing cost 

is formed in the end is unknown naturally due to the competition reasons. Though, the 

historical development indicates, that the manufacturing cost is also partly formed based 

on the BOM of a product, not fully on a real working time and a manufacturing hourly 

rate.The cost of capital is quoted as an absolute percent, according to an average inventory 

turnaround time. Even though the partners are owning materials and taking care of a 

financing cost of the inventory, the supplier are interested in the turnaround times and if 

the turnaround times would grow, then that would have effect on the final product price.  

The fixed production overhead, consists in case of partner manufacturing from their profit 

and SG&A needs. They are priced using fixed percents on the top of BOM +Value add. 

This means that the more expensive a BOM is, the more bigger in absolute sense this 

bunch of costs come. This straight forward  allocation method needs to be understood 

correctly. As explained in theory section, products can get costs both according to time and 

value.  

 

3.4 Product costing and pricing at own factories  

 

Case company is using standard product costing, supported by cost center accounting and 

job costing to run the whole product costing process. Each factory is an own costing entity 

and naturally having an own cost pool. Standard product cost is formed using an own 

version of the ATWC contribution margin method. According to the total contribution 

margin methods all costs independent on the volume are allocated to the products. 

Therefore a factory has never in principle costs outside the standard product cost and 

contribution margin is at least zero. The standard price per product for a period is 
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calculated and released before a new accounting period starts. The accounting period is one 

month. Each product manufactured by case company has the standard product cost. 

 

In order to calculate a SPC per product, total costs and total volumes of a factory are 

needed. If it is wanted to cover all costs with SPC pricing, that would require 100% 

accurate forecast on volumes and 100% fixed total costs. As both tend to vary, case 

company has decided to use a 2 periods + 2 periods cost allocation method. Idea of this 

concept is to look at cost and volumes of two periods from the past and two from the future 

and calculate a weighted average SPC based on those. There are several advantages on this 

concept. At first, it makes sure that all costs are covered if the volume is not met fully and 

secondly, due to the seasonal type of demand, the product price is not going up in a certain 

period dramatically. A disadvantage is, that it is not giving a correct view on a periodical 

basis, i.e. a single product price per period is not fully indicating the real product cost. The 

formula below, illustrates how case company is calculating the standard product cost per 

product. 

 

WATC (case company) = 
�������	�����	(�����������)

�����	 �!"��!	(�����������)
 +  

#�$�!	�����	(�����������)

�����	 �!"��!	(�����������)
 

 

Table 2. Total cost pool of case company  

 

Salary costs Direct people salaries 

Indirect people salaries 

Indirect costs Housekeeping 

Other indirect cost 

Corporate FPO Corporate shared services 

IT systems maintenance, licences, 

infrastructure 

General FPO Real estate costs 

Logistic services 
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Depreciations 

 

 

Case company has classified their total costs into different buckets as indicated in the table 

above. 

 

Variable costs such as the material costs and the direct people salary costs are directly 

booked to the products according to the BOM and the settings per product in the periodic 

product costing runs. Indirect costs, Corporate FPO costs and General FPO costs are 

allocated to the products using different overhead mechanisms using absolute values as 

explained more in detail below. 

 

General FPO costs are mostly factory specific costs or costs of factory specific global 

functions, not shared with the other factories and so would not exists anyway in case the 

factory in question would not exists. However, they are mostly not subject to the volume 

the factory is producing. Therefore as big as the volume of a factory is, the less there is the 

General FPO per product. The general FPO costs are first posted to general cost centers 

with a cost element information and then allocated to the products in the periodical 

standard costing run with the allocation principles by a factory controller. This process 

heavily utilizes cost center accounting and job costing methods.  

 

Corporate FPO costs are different type of allocations mainly from the corporate functions 

like human resources services and commonly shared IT services such as workstations and 

application licenses. These costs are more or less fixed at a factory level and not necessary 

even dependent on factory unit volumes or factory cost of sales. As these costs are 

distributed using corporate level allocation keys, it can happen that an amount what one 

single factory is getting the costs in a period can change, but the costs are anyhow 

remaining at the corporate level. The costs are recorded into secondary costs centers using 

cost elements tracked via cost centers reports using the cost center accounting principles. 

Then the costs are allocated further using either people or cost of sales figures into factory 

primary cost centers. Then they are further allocated to the factory products by factory 

controllers. As the allocation is done in advance it is always an estimate what costs are 

coming to these costs centers.  
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Table 3. Standard product cost components of case company 

 

Material costs BOM cost    

 Material overhead (Freight, 

Scrap) per product 

 

Direct Labour cost Manufacturing cost per hour X 

Standard product manufacturing 

time 

 

Overhead costs Direct Labour overhead cost  

 All other FPO cost  

 

Standard product cost per product is calculated periodically using structure as highlighted 

in table above.  

 

Material costs of a product are coming directly according to the final product using a BOM 

structure. Material overheads are mostly inbound freight cost of components and cost of 

broken materials during manufacturing process. Both the inbound freight costs and the 

actual scrapping costs are allocated to final products periodically using different allocation 

principles depending on a factory. Compared to the actual material cost, the material 

overheads are estimates based on the history and the volume forecast, not the actual costs. 

Therefore they are variable to business conditions, for instance at a certain period the 

freight costs can be higher due to the heavy usage of airfreight.  Direct labour costs are 

labour costs what are always needed in order to make a product. Each product has a 

standard manufacturing time in hours and hour has a cost in euro. The periodic cost per 

hour is calculated monthly and a product is priced according to the monthly costing run. 

Overhead costs per product are calculated separately and inputted as a fixed value per 

product periodically. 

 

To conclude own manufacturing and partner manufacturing are not using exactly same 

product costing principles. Additionally, a product life cycle curve is causing differences as 

outsourced partner can be only doing first series whereas an own factory has been 
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producing a product for a longer period of time. When comparing directly the product cost 

at own factory against product cost at partner factory, comparison should be only done 

when the volume is the same. As described in the contribution margin theory section, when 

using the total cost allocation methods cost per product is most low when the capacity is 

used fully and the overall production volume is absolute high. Similarly, as concluded in 

the partner manufacturing costing section, it is not possible to proof what costing method 

partner is using and are all the overhead costs allocated to the case company products. 

Actually, in case of case company factory would be running with full capacity and still 

would have higher a product cost compared to a partner factory, it would mean that either 

the total cost of the own factory is not cost competitive or partner is not really allocating 

any or only few actual overhead costs to the products but rather using AVC calculation 

method discussed in theory section and allocating only direct manufacturing costs to the 

final product. 
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4 Results  

4.1 Market test of the total cost model 

 

After studying the relevant theory and the current state of the total cost calculation in case 

company, it was possible to create a new total cost calculation model. In order to validate 

that all the assumptions used in model creation were correct and no parameters were left 

out, two market tests were organized. Both tests were organized, since there were an actual 

need in case company to perform these two total cost comparisons. Participants into market 

tests were selected either based on the fact that they had been doing the total cost 

calculations earlier in case company, or they were business owners of product costing, 

supply chain management or manufacturing. Due to the fact, that the total cost calculation 

topic had a high interest in the case company during the market test time, it was not 

difficult to involve people.  

 

The first market test was concentrating to compare total costs from two partner factories 

located in different continents down to a distribution center. As own factories were not 

involved  in this comparison, this market test was more in the end more about to prove, 

that the new total cost calculation model was giving roughly the same results than the 

previous calculations done in case company earlier. However, in this market test there 

were already new parameters included, which had not been taken into account in the 

previous total cost calculations. All participants agreed into the results of calculations done 

during the market test and that way verified that the results of the new total cost model 

were in line when applicable with the old total cost calculations. 

 

The second test was concentrating to compare a partner factory close to a distribution 

center and an own factory located also in the same region. The main focus in this test was 

to understand reliability of the own factory underload calculation inside the total cost 

model and to understand an optimal volume share between the own factory and the partner 

factory. During this market test there was an intensive discussion on certain parameters, 

which are tackled later on the parameter specific sections. Also the content of some 

parameters were slightly tuned based on the feedback from the participants. The market 

test indicated, that the new calculation logic and the parameters of the new total cost 
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calculation model, especially considering the own factory utilization were understood, 

since the amount of the feedback from the different participants was substantial. 

Additionally due to the fact, that now the new total cost calculation model was giving 

different results than previous calculations not taken into account into the own factory 

utilization effect and none of participants were denying the results, it could be considered 

that the own factory utilization effect was successfully modelled.  

The main requirement for the new model was to model the own factory load utilization 

effect and as the market test was passed this goal was reached.  

4.2 General results 

  

The starting point of the total cost comparison was identified to be a standard product cost 

in case of own factory and a product purchase price in case of outsourced manufacturing. 

However in order to make a difference between BOM costs and non BOM costs and even 

further to simulate different capacity effect and exclude indirect costs both own factory 

SPC and partner purchase price were decided to be split into BOM costs and 

manufacturing costs. 

 

4.3 BOM costs and Material overhead costs 

 

BOM, scrap, consumables and inbound freight were decided to take into the comparison 

itemized out from total the SPC as they occur in the periodic costing run at own factories. 

In case of partner manufacturing only the total BOM (BOM + material overheads) was 

decided to be enough, as they are not classifying material overhead as material related 

costs. Although there should not be major differences in any material related costs between 

different parties, it was seen feasible to separate them from the manufacturing costs in 

order to give a fair comparison. Total BOM differences could be then compared between 

an own factory and a partner factory. 

In case differences in the total BOM would anyway occur, according to the history they 

would be mainly caused by a material non availability or increased freight costs and would 

actually happen in case of own factory as well, but would be not necessary immediately 

visible in a product SPC. In case of scrap and consumables in case partner would be better 

in quality and making less scrap that would benefit partner as a better profit, and they 
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would not let customer gain that in the product purchase price. A quotation principle is 

namely that partner needs to reach the same level in material overheads as own factories 

and if not partner would suffer that in their profit. 

4.4 Manufacturing costs 

 

Total manufacturing costs were decided to be divided into direct manufacturing costs and 

fixed overhead costs in case of own factory. In case of partner manufacturing only the total 

manufacturing cost was selected, as there was no separation into the direct costs and the 

overhead costs. Although the target of this total cost model was not to only compare the 

product cost at own factory versus the product cost at partner, it was seen feasible to 

express individually the direct manufacturing costs and the FPO, in order to indicate that in 

case the partner product price was so close to own factory direct cost + BOM cost, the 

partner purchase price was most probably not having all the FPO costs allocated. 

The total cost model was required to indicate also different total cost structure (mainly the 

overhead structure) in different own factories, and for that reason separation of the direct 

manufacturing costs and the FPO was required. For instance in case of heavy investments 

taken partly lately into machines, FPO part was naturally higher compared to a factory 

which has no depreciation costs anymore although physical infrastructure was the same. 

During the market test it was also argued, that even the whole FPO part should be excluded 

in case of own factories, since there are no visibility partner costing and what costs  are in 

the end included in partner product pricing and also that in case of there were heavy 

investments done lately into factory infrastructure, product FPO part in own factory was 

specifically high due to the fact depreciations of investments were allocated to products. 

4.5 Own factory load benefit gain and load loss 

 

The most important target of this study was to model own factory utilization in total cost 

calculation context. As a starting point of calculation was identified to be current SPC 

price, it was decided that potential increase or decrease in cost would be illustrated as a 

lump sum on the top of current SPC cost. Based on the financial data study it was possible 

to create a formula which is comparing cost benefit or loss against a target. Target in case 

of cost benefit was identified to be a cost base from situation where factory was running 
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full capacity. Luckily there was found that kind of period from near history, which made 

modeling reliable.  

The logic of a formula was built using case company standard product costing principles 

and following ATC calculation method. Utilization effects were decided to be modelled 

using the whole calendar year cost and the volume baseline in order to exclude volume 

periodical effects.  

The load loss could be modelled as follows. 

First was calculated that how much total production hours would get reduced and how 

much would be new a manufacturing cost per hour for remaining products, if x amount of 

product x volume would be moved elsewhere. As case company is following ATC method, 

total manufacturing cost was assumed to be the same no matter what is factory utilization: 

New Manufacturing cost per hour =  

Current annual total hours - (manufacturing hours of product × product annual volume)

Total annual manufacturing cost
 

When the new manufacturing cost per hour is known, additional manufacturing cost on the 

top of the current SPC cost of a product, could be calculated as follows. 

Additional manufacturing cost on the top of current SPC cost	
	 

  (New Manufacturing cost per hour -Current	manufacturing	cost	per	hour)	 

2	Manufacturing	hours	of	a	product 

Both the load loss and the load gain were relatively logical to calculate once case company 

product costing principles were deeply understood. Also the load loss calculation logic was 

generally approved by all of the stakeholders in case company during the market test.  

Compared to load loss, load gain raised far more discussion during the market test and the 

calculation results were also fully questioned. During the study of case company product 

costing principles, it was identified two fundamental questions where decision at case 

company was needed in order to build up a load gain simulation formula. The first question 

was related to a maximum utilization level and a cost performance level what a single 

factory could reach. There were two different options to model the maximum utilization 

and the cost performance level. The first option was to assume that, when 100% utilization 
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of the current existing production people was reached, factory was working with target 

level. From the cost point of view this would have mean that the current total cost of whole 

the year would basically remain as in the current state and the manufacturing cost per hour 

would improve with more the production volumes. The second option, which was selected 

to be used, is looking the maximum utilization not based on the current headcount 

resourcing in a factory, but reached the utilization and performance level from the near 

history. The chosen second option, named onwards as a realized maximum utilization 

option compares current the manufacturing utilization and cost against the reached one 

from the near history. A Fundamental assumption in the maximum utilization option was 

that all the resources at factory could produce more if an amount of direct production 

people would get increased. As a production work could be easily trained without a 

remarkable cost impact, an external resourcing could be used to cater peaks in demand in 

case of own people would be fully used. Supportively all the own factories have had done 

a record in one period of time due to volumes to it was easy to identify a target.  

A starting point was a current estimate of the total production hours of year, the current 

total cost and the manufacturing cost per hour. The assumption was that, the load in a 

factory can be increased as long as the maximum production hours target is reached. When 

the maximum capacity was reached, it was assumed that the certain manufacturing cost per 

hour was reached similarly. 

First was calculated what would be new total hours of a factory based on the estimated 

annual volume of a product multiplied by the product manufacturing time: 

New total hours = Current total hours + (Manufacturing hours of product 2 Product annual volume) 

Once the new total hours were known, corresponding manufacturing cost per hour was 

calculated using the earlier named reached historic values.  

Manufacturing cost per hour =  

(Maximum total hours - Current total hours)

(Total cost at maximum hours - Current total cost)
	×	(New total hours - Current total hours) + Current 

total cost 
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As can be identified in the formula, the calculation assumed that the costs are fully linearly 

increasing when adding more load. This is of course not fully the case, but a good enough 

indication. The other challenge in this calculation was also that, due to fact that the load 

benefit is modeled using the manufacturing cost per hour, it was not possible to see in the 

formula that also every other product manufactured in the same factory will gain the same 

benefit as manufacturing cost per hour decreases. In other words SPC of all other products 

as well will decrease. A second question, what was discussed during the market test 

exactly about this benefit modeling at single product level. Especially in situations where a 

product analyzed was significantly lower at partner manufacturing compared to own 

factory for some reason. For some audience it was not easy to understand that it is not 

possible to load all load benefit into the one product and keep all the other products at the 

current cost level. As the formula also do not take into account the current utilization level, 

it is indicating immediately a cost increase, although that takes place only when a full 

utilization of current people is reached.  

Overall the market test audience was satisfied with the results of both load loss and load 

gain modelling, approved that they are giving a fair view and understood that although 

modelling is not fully able to reflect reality it is a good enough indication. 

4.6 Test equipment depreciations 

 

All case company products need to be tested before shipping to distribution centers using 

special test equipments. The test equipments are done by case company itself and are 

practically a product or a product family specific. As the test equipments are used for a 

longer period of time, practically over the whole lifecycle of a certain product, they are 

financially treated as assets and cost of using those is allocated to own products via 

depreciations. Since the test equipments are fully case company product specific, there is 

no value to partner owning them when they are doing manufacturing. The test equipments 

are located in partner factories, but owned by case company and all financial transactions 

on those are fully equal to test equipments located at own factories.  

In case of own factories the test equipment depreciations costs are allocated to products in 

product costing and included in the product cost of sales price. Depending on a product, a 

test equipment and a factory, there are different allocation principles on those, but no 

depreciations costs are left out of the standard product cost of sales price. When partner is 
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doing manufacturing case is totally different. As case company is purchasing a final 

product from partner and owning the test equipments there cannot be obviously 

depreciation costs included in the purchase price. Therefore a solution is to allocate test 

equipment depreciation to the products manufactured by partner at distribution center 

product costing process.   

The financial data analyze indicated that test equipment costs are not a major amount, but 

still remarkable and should be added on the top of partner purchase price. In order to 

understand possibilities head of product costing, who is allocation test machine 

depreciations cost are distribution center product costing,  at case company was consulted. 

The result was that although not being 100% accurate, a fixed percent per partner could be 

derived to be added on the top of product purchase price. Here it is essential to understand 

that an own factory price and a partner price are not exactly not the same. Some products, 

were testers are not needed, can also get costs. That is though case even currently at 

distribution center product costing process. Test equipment depreciation cost per product in 

case of partner manufacturing was calculated using formula: 

Test equipment depreciation add =  Partner product purchase price × Fixed percent per partner 

4.7 Corporate costs 

 

During the financial data study it was understood that outside own factory there are certain 

legal subsidiary company level costs, which are not included into own factory cost of sales 

product sales prices (not included in standard product cost at own factory). These costs are 

caused by profit and tax requirements depending on a country, where factory is physically 

located and are varying heavily depending on complex and multiple legal topics and  

subsidiary shareholders structures. 

 

Senior manager tax of case company was consulted in order to validate if these can kind 

cost should be part of this kind of the total cost calculation and if the costs can be modeled 

at a single product level on the top of a product SPC price. As a result of consultation it 

was understood that the costs are caused by selling of manufactured products and would 

not occur anyway even in case of no manufacturing would take place. It therefore became 

obvious that the total cost model needs to include a corporate cost parameter and the final 
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outcome of consultation was a fixed manufacturing volume independent percent for own 

factory.  

 

Corporate cost add = Own factory SPC × Fixed percent per own factory 

 

4.8 Logistic costs 

 

Transportation costs were self evidently during early phases of the study identified to be 

key costs to be included into the model. As stated in the logistics theory section by (Hesse 

et al., 2004), traditionally the transportation costs have been highly depending on a 

distance between a source and a target destination. Due to that fact that freight is always 

paid by case company using a case company pricelist, it was not seen essential to analyze 

the freight costs in detail. In this model role of this parameter was seen more as parameter 

of indicating factory-distribution center cost of distance. For example, whether it is 

financially attractive to do manufacturing in a low cost country and transfer products to a 

distribution center in Europe. Thearameter was not about to set difference between own 

factory and partner, but to ensure that the transportation costs are not offsetting possible 

gaps in the manufacturing cost/purchase price. 

In order to understand how and in what level the transport costs could be modeled, 

manager business development of distribution at case company was consulted. The 

outcome was that transport costs are calculated per route per transportation mode per 

product using quarterly agreed price list from logistical service provider. As products does 

not have a freight price itself, it could be calculated by using a real weight and volume 

information of a product called pay weight. Each transportation mode is having the 

different pay weight for the same lane airfreight being clearly most expensive compared to 

sea or truck. The transportation lead time is also agreed in advance with a logistical service 

provider and according to the historic evidence realized accordingly.  

Ideally the freight cost to be used should have been based on actual freight costs, optimally 

coming from freight purchase invoices. Unfortunately according to the same manager, a 

reliable actual freight cost however was not available due to several factors in a network 

causing uncertainty. As an example, when using truck the final freight cost is depending on 

how a shipment was in the end formed. There is a different cost when using the full truck 
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load, what other product where included in shipment and what is the order size. Similarly 

in sea cost is varying when ordering an individual product or a full container. The most 

biggest variations are in airfreight where the pricing conditions are wide besides a highest 

basic price as well. During the consultation it turned out that this kind of freight cost per 

product was already available and used in other calculations in company, so it was decided 

that in order to keep calculations in company comparable in logistics cost it was taken into 

use directly. This cost was calculated outside the model and taken as a direct input as an 

absolute value per product. 

 

Table 4. Transport cost per product, factory-distribution center, transport mode 

Product Factory 
Distribution 
center 

Transport 
mode 

Cost in 
€ 

1 
Own factory 
1 Europe 1 Air 110 

1 
Own factory 
1 Europe 1 Sea 22 

3 Partner 1 Europe 1 Sea 23 
4 Partner 2 Asia 1 Truck 6 

 

A buffer time was understood to be different depending on a transport mode. The buffer 

time differences between different transport modes were not linearly depending on lane 

delivery time itself. According to the business development manager at case company, the 

history has shown that depending on the general sales volume fluctuation, forecasting 

accurancy, product lifecycles etc different buffers are needed. However, as there have not 

been variations between suppliers or lanes, general average figure per mode was decided to 

be used.  For the cost modeling purposes most important was seen to have scale between 

different modes correct, not absolute values.  

Table 5. Buffer time per Transport mode 

Transport 
mode 

Buffer time in days per 
mode 

Sea 21 
Air 14 
Truck 10 
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4.9 Net working capital costs 

 

Based on the literature review on cost of capital, the financial data study phase tried to 

identify in what of part of a process capital was needed. It was identified that in case of the 

own manufacturing capital is tight during the manufacturing and transportation to the 

distribution centers. In case of the partner manufacturing, it was identified that as partners 

are liable on inventories, capital is tight only during the transportation from a partner 

factory to a distribution center. It was identified that in the both manufacturing phase and 

transportation, capital is tight via the inventories, instead of the purely cost of capital, the 

whole inventory carrying cost should be applied. During the study, it was noticed that the 

inventory carrying cost is calculated from that moment when physical goods are either 

received into the inventory (raw materials in case of factory) and issued out from the 

inventory. As a monetary payment is not taking place simultaneously, it was decided that 

the inventory carrying cost should be offset by a corresponding accounts payables time.  

It was decided to split the inventory carrying cost in model into the two parts separately in 

order change parameters inside the parts separately. 

The first part of the total inventory carrying cost was decided to be the inventory carrying 

cost inside a factory. The inventory carrying cost inside a factory means cost of a time 

when raw materials are received to the factory and a final product is sold out from the 

factory. In the partner manufacturing, this is not relevant as the partners are owning 

inventory and somehow then naturally charging this in the final product price. Therefore 

the inventory carrying cost inside factory is applied only in case of the own manufacturing. 

It is calculated using a formula below and added in the total cost calculation on the top of 

SPC of an own factory. 

Inventory	carrying	cost	at	own	factory	
	 

BOM × 
Average inventory turnaround time per factory

365
	× ICC % 

 

The second part of the total inventory carrying cost was decided to the the inventory 

carrying cost during the transport. The inventory carrying cost during transport is 
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calculated using the formula below and it is inputted on the top of the product SPC cost or 

the purchase price in calculation model. It was understood that besides the physical 

transportation lead time, always some days are reserved for the buffer, but in this formula 

they were decided to be grouped together, as the buffer time was understood to be a fixed 

value per the transportation mode.  

Inventory	carrying	cost	during	transport	=	SPC or purchase prise × 

Transport lead time

365
×	ICC % 

 

As described in the earlier chapters, case company is needing capital to run its 

manufacturing and supply chain activities independent of whether the manufacturing is 

done internally or by a partner. Although case company has received goods and they are 

recorded in the case company balance sheet or even consumed, it can be that due to a long 

payment term against a raw material supplier or a manufacturing partner they have not 

been paid yet.  

During the analyze it was noticed that the payables days time is so high, that it is almost 

fully offsetting the time used for manufacturing and transportation time from factory to 

distribution center in case of own manufacturing. In case of partner manufacturing it was 

also noticed that if a distance from factory to a distribution center is short, case company 

would in theory to gain capital. This would lead to a situation that when summarizing a 

product purchase price and cost of capital total price, the product purchase price would be 

less than actual P&L cost. This would have been totally misleading, so decision was to set 

cost of capital to stay at zero, not to go on negative side. Generally net working capital is 

calculated using formula. 

Net	working	capital=	Accounts receivables	+	Inventories	-	Accounts payables 

As there is no difference in sales in this total cost calculation model account receivables 

effect can be excluded and we can form a formula: 

Net	working	capital	cost	=	ICC at own factory + ICC during transport	-	Gain	from	accounts payables 
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5 Conclusions 
 

The starting point of this study was to identify all points in the supply chain of case 

company generating costs, making the two different pricing models comparable and 

understand an own factory cost level in different volume situations. The total cost 

calculations in the case company have been earlier focusing only on the logistical costs and 

the own factory utilization and the overall volume situation has not been taken into 

account. Therefore these earlier total cost calculations might have given misleading results. 

As an example there might have been cases that a partner factory located closer to a 

distribution center have been a more cost competitive option over an own factory. This has 

been due to the fact, that the starting point of the calculations in case of the own factory 

has been a current standard product cost and a future volume situation has not been taken 

into account. 

According to the principles of the constructive research method, the target of the study was 

to find relative theories from literature and combine them together to suit the case study 

need.  In the early phases of the study two major parts were identified from academic 

background: product costing theories and costs of capital theories. All the theories are 

mature and well recognized and could be directly linked into this study context. However, 

the importance of different components inside theories is varying heavily depending on the 

background of the author and as expected in the beginning of the study, there were no 

complementary theories covering the whole calculation need.  

 

As a result of this study, it was found a calculation formula to model the own factory 

utilization effect. By using this formula inside the total cost calculation model, it is 

possible to simulate costs of own factory in different volume situations.  However, it must 

be bear in mind that the formula was found purely from a finance perspective. There can 

exists operative restrictions what might prevent the calculated cost benefits to get really 

realized in the end. Also as the own factories are not using exactly the same overhead 

allocation principles and the formula as such is generic, the results concerning a single 

factory are indicative only. With the model it is now possible to model a situation, where 

volume is transferred to a partner factory from an own factory, because the model is 

indicating a lost volume effect as costs by moving costs to the remaining products in the 
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factory. This can be used as a base in all capacity allocation situations, not only when 

finding an optimal route for a single product from a logistics cost perspective. The model 

was built to compare one product per time. Because the whole volume situation in a 

company is not simulated at the same, it was noticed during the market test that with the 

products causing heavily manufacturing time, a manufacturing cost of a product would go 

negative since a total cost benefit is bigger than total manufacturing costs of a product in 

case. Therefore the cost benefit was calculated at a whole factory total cost level and a 

single product is benefitting only that amount what possible from the manufacturing cost. 

The remaining cost benefit to the other products was indicated as a total cost benefit. 

Ideally, in order to get optimal results all the products with all the possible factories and 

the possible distribution center combinations should be modeled. This would have required 

building a complete product costing system on the top of the total cost model, which was 

not possible within the context of this study. The market test also indicated that comparing 

the two different pricing models should be treated with sensitivity. As case company is 

following the ATC product costing model all costs in case of own factory are covered in 

the standard product cost. As partners are serving several customers, their overhead 

allocation methods can be totally different. The market test indicated, that in some cases 

only the manufacturing cost of the own factory is so close to the partner product price, that 

the partner product price cannot basically contain any overhead amounts. When evaluating 

costs in business process simulation models ideally costs pools needs to be fully 

homogenous and indirect cost pools needs to be business activity (manufacturing in here) 

oriented, not department (here customer) oriented, if not results are always speculative 

(Barber et.al., 2006). 

Logistic costs were left with a small attention, since they would occur anyway and the 

target of the study was not to model a financial attractiveness of a location of an own 

factory or a partner factory. The logistic costs, specifically transportation, were though 

studied in the theory section in order to understand how they are formed and how single 

components could have effect on the total calculation. Buffer times are introduced in 

literature as a logistics parameter, but in this total cost model the physical transportation 

and the buffer time where merged into the one parameter, since case company is using 

such delivery terms, where it is liable on goods all the way out from a factory. The logistic 

costs include some uncertainty, since product level logistics costs were not available. The 

product level logistics costs are calculated in the model using the cost per kilo amount and 
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the weight of the product. As the cost per kilo is a key performance indicator in case 

company to measure the logistic costs, it was seen as a reliable input.   

 

As discussed in the theory section there are always capital costs when a company is 

owning inventories. Because in the earlier total cost calculations own factory SPC was 

taken as a starting point, the calculations have not been including cost of capital inside an 

own factory. With the model it is now possible to take into account also the inventory 

carrying costs at own factory compared to partner manufacturing where no inventory 

carrying costs are included. As SPC price at own factory is now divided into material costs 

and manufacturing costs, the inventory carrying cost can be only calculated for the material 

cost portion of the SPC excluding the manufacturing cost. As discussed in the theory 

section, there are different components what can be included into the inventory carrying 

cost. In this study the full inventory carrying cost theory was decided to be applied based 

on the results of the market test. During the market test there were discussions that no fixed 

percent should be applied for price erosion and even should be excluded in some cases. 

The excel workbook, that was created as a part of study, was built to be dynamic and 

parameter driven. By changing the parameters case company can apply different price 

erosion percents.  Utmost important to understand is however, that the inventory carrying 

cost is an opportunity cost and cannot be compared to the other cost buckets such as 

material or manufacturing cost as such. It has no direct P&L linkage and should be rather 

be used more like an operative key performance indicator. 

 

The total cost model can be considered to give correct and reliable results since it has 

passed the market test successfully. Although the total cost model is a simulation tool only 

and heavily relying a fact that the history is an indication of a future as well, the results of 

the calculations can be into certain extent verified by looking at the historical product 

costing results at the distribution centers. The market test audience was carefully selected 

to cover all the necessary stakeholders at case company in order to secure that the new total 

cost calculation model can be approved to be a new way of calculating the total cost at case 

company.  

 

Management accounting calculation models, such as this total cost calculation model, are 

obviously always more or less company specific or at least business specific (Abdel-Kader, 
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Magdy & Luther, 2006). This total cost model can be though probably used directly 

without adjustments with other companies using standard cost product cost calculation 

method and having a similar supply chain in place. Overall this kind of model should be 

understood to be only indicative, mainly to indicate relationships and dependencies with 

different attributes. Therefore it cannot be utilized as a tool to measure operational 

performance. The results of the calculations cannot be directly verified versus by looking 

at the bookkeeping results. Therefore as an example potential exchange rate impacts were 

not included in this study.  
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6 Summary 
 

The importance of having a need of total landed cost model including a capacity utilization 

effect was generally recognized the case company in the beginning of this study. Although 

case company has been doing total cost calculations since years, they had been only 

concentrating purely on the logistics costs. Since a starting point of these comparisons have 

been an actual factory standard product cost of a product, it has not been possible to see a 

cost impact at a total factory level. The total cost calculation model was implemented using 

Microsoft Excel –program.  

 

After introducing the research problem and the background of the case, the study continues 

with a theory section. The theory section concentrates mainly on basic fundamental 

theories of management accounting, product costing and capital costs. The discussed 

theories were selected, because they were seen most relevant into the research problems 

and case company context. Also logistics cost structures are shortly discussed. The case 

section was built up based on the interviews on the different stakeholders on the topic at 

case company and partly based on the own working experience at case company. Due to 

the sensitivity reasons, a presentation of case company and its processes was described 

anonymously and at a high level. By combining inputs the empirical inputs of company 

with the theories, it was possible to build up a total cost calculation model. The model was 

tested and validated using a market test procedure according to the constructive research 

approach methodology. 

 

First step was to identify what kind of parameters should be included into the calculation 

model and how they should be applied in case of own manufacturing or partner 

manufacturing. Once the parameters were identified special attention was paid into the 

own factory load gain/loss utilization modelling. By simulating whole year actual and 

latest estimate of volumes and costs, it was possible to the model capacity utilization effect 

into the total cost calculation context.  

 

The total cost calculation model is structured into three buckets. The first section combines 

all attributes related to manufacturing, the second one includes logistics costs and the third 

one capital costs. The structure reflects how the costs are occurring in the supply chain 
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process in practice and makes possible to compare the costs also at different phases in 

process. This structure makes understanding of the model easy also to people without a 

financial knowledge. The total cost model can be now utilized in different manufacturing 

location decisions as a utilization effect is included. 

 

Total cost calculation model can be further developed to itemize and simulate the logistical 

costs, especially if the logistic costs at a product level are available. Also the capital costs 

could be itemized more in order to model different price erosion percentages as an 

example.   
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Appendix 1. Example calculations on total cost model 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Product Product A Product A Product B Product B 

Factory Own factory 

A 

Own factory 

B 

Own factory 

A 

Own factory 

B 

Hub Distribution 

center A 

Distribution 

center B 

Distribution 

center A 

Distribution 

center B 

Transport mode Truck Truck Truck Truck 

Benchmark Target Target Target Target 

BOM + Material 

overheads 

79,71 68,19 61,58 51,76 

Manufacturing cost  31,73 28,51 7,06 6,38 

Own factory load benefit 

gain / load loss 

0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 

Test equipment 

depreciations 

0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 

Corporate costs 0,11 0,00 0,11 0,00 

Transportation costs 2,10 0,75 1,50 0,60 

Capital costs -1,41 -1,22 -1,12 -0,93 

Total 112,25 96,23 69,13 57,81 
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Appendix 2, Load gain modelling inside the total cost model 

 

 LOAD GAIN 

MODELLING 

  

 Actual cost P4 

/2015 

Simulation Target 

 Own factory a, 

Product A 

Own factory a, 

Product A 

Own factory a, 

Product A 

Total hours 30 000 40 000 45 000 

Total manufacturing cost 3 000 000 3 100 000 3 300 000 

Manufacturing cost per hour 100 78 73 

Standard manufacturing time per 

product 

5,00 5,00  

Volume annually (- loss + gain)  2000  

in case of 2000 pce remove cost from 

an own factory 

 113  

Product A volume 5 000 7 000  

Product A share of total 

manufacturing capacity (hours) 

25 000 35 000  

New manufacturing cost of product 

A 

500,0 387,5  
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   LOAD LOSS 

MODELLING 

 

   Actual Period 4 

/2015 

Simulation 

   Own factory a, 

Product A 

Own factory a, 

Product A 

Total hours   30 000 20 000 

Total manufacturing cost  3 000 000 3 000 000 

Manufacturing cost per hour  100 150 

Standard manufacturing time per 

product 

 5,00 5,00 

Volume annually (- loss + gain)   2000 

in case of 2000 PCE manufacturing cost of other products would increase 

by 

50 

Additional manufacturing co on the top of current 

SPC cost 

 250,0 

Product A 

volume 

  2 000 0 

Product A share of total manufacturing capacity 

(hours) 

10 000 0 

New manufacturing cost of 

product A 

 500,0 750,0 


